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Red Hook , Gabriel Cohen, Apr 1, 2011, Fiction, 304 pages. It's not the dead body--Jack Leightner
has seen hundred of bodies in his tour with the NYPD. It's not the dank setting--the narrow banks
along Brooklyn's Gowanus Canal. So why.

Angle of Attack , Rex Burns, Jan 1, 1979, Fiction, 250 pages. Assigned to investigate the
ganglandstyle murder of young Frank Corvino, Gabriel Wager, a tough Chicano police detective,
probes into mob affairs even though Corvino had no.

The Last Gig , Norman Green, Jan 20, 2009, Fiction, 352 pages. A teenage runaway from the
Brownsville projects, Alessandra Martillo lived with an indifferent aunt who had taken her in when
her mother killed herself, and later, after more.

A Landlord's Tale , Gammy L. Singer, 2005, Fiction, 232 pages. While eluding a drug lord to whom
he owes a great deal of money, Amos Brown, a down-on-his-luck gambler, unexpectedly becomes
a landlord when he inherits two brownstones and.

Endangered Species , Rex Burns, 1993, Fiction, 278 pages. When an unrecognizably charred body
is found at the scene of a fire, Gabe Wager must team up with the FBI in order to track down the
guerilla environmentalist who may be.

Final Performance , James Brown, 1988, Fiction, 335 pages. Mike, an actor with a promising
future, desperately tries to protect his younger brother Jay from the destructive influence of their
mother, a convicted arsonist, but is driven.

The dark country , Dennis Etchison, Jan 1, 1982, Fiction, 207 pages. Short stories deal with
revenge, a psychic crime solver, cannibalism, murder, television, a midnight vigil, organ transplants
and disappearing accident victims.

Body Slam , Rex Burns, Jun 1, 2014, Fiction, 283 pages. Targeted by thugs, a wrestling impresario
reaches out to an old friend. When Otto Lidke got a tryout in pro football, he hired a lawyer friend
named Jim Raiford to handle his.

When Reason Sleeps , Rex Burns, Mar 6, 2012, Fiction, 290 pages. A forcibly retired marine
investigates the disappearance of a young girl Lieutenant-Colonel Jack Steele is too honest for
Washington. If any other Marine Corps investigator had.

Dooley's Back , Sam Reaves, Mar 7, 2007, Fiction, 288 pages. A hard-bitten ex-cop returns to the
dark side of Chicago in an edgy novel of suspense..

Crime classics the mystery story from Poe to the present, Rex Burns, Nov 19, 1990, Fiction, 390
pages. Seventeen crime classics, includes stories by such authors as Edgar Allan Poe, G.K.
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Chesterton, Dashiel Hammett, Ellery Queen and Ed McBain.

Bad Blood , S. J. Rozan, Apr 25, 2013, Fiction, 368 pages. Most people believe Jimmy Antonelli is
bad to the bone. New York detective - and an old friend of the family - Bill Smith is one of the few
people who has ever been willing to.

Dark of the Moon , P. J. Parrish, Jan 1, 2005, Fiction, 447 pages. Louis Kincaid, the son of a black
mother and white father, returns to Black Pool, Mississippi, to care for his dying mother, taking a
temporary job with the local sheriff's.



Introduction To Robotics: Mechanics And Control, 3/E , Craig, Craig John J., Sep 1, 2008, , 408
pagesInternet Law Text and Materials, Chris Reed, Oct 7, 2004, Computers, 328 pages. Global
view of the fundamental legal issues raised by the advent of the Internet
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Extreme Makeover of Hillary (Rodham) Clinton , Bay Buchanan, Jan 1, 2006, Biography &
Autobiography, 264 pages. An analysis of Hillary Clinton's efforts to adapt her public image to
render her a desirable presidential candidate describes how perceptions about her have changed,
in aAmnesty for Crimes Against Humanity Under International Law , Faustin Z. Ntoubandi, 2007,
Law, 252 pages. Drawing on crystallizing trends in State's practice in respect of amnesty, this book
provides a comprehensive legal framework within which grants of amnesty can be reconciled



Annie and Snowball and the Prettiest House , Cynthia Rylant, Aug 23, 2011, Juvenile Fiction, 40
pages. Annie and her pet bunny, Snowball, live right next door to Annie's favorite cousin, Henry,
and his big dog, Mudge. Annie likes her home, and loves living next door to HenryHomebuying
Tough Times, First Time, Any Time : Smart Ways to Make a Sound Investment, Michele Lerner,
2009, Business & Economics, 219 pages. A crack real estate reporter covers every aspect of buying
a first home during economic tough times and shows why and how achieving this part of the
American Dream is both



ModelCARE 90 calibration and reliability in groundwater modelling, Rijksinstituut voor
Volksgezondheid en MilieuhygiГ«ne (Netherlands), International Commission on Groundwater,
1990, Science, 539 pagesThe Death and Life of Gabriel Phillips A Novel, Stephen Baldwin, Nov 5,
2008, Fiction, 300 pages. When Officer Andy Myers met Loraine Phillips, he had no interest in her
son. And he certainly never dreamed he'd respond to a call, finding that same boy in a pool of
blood The Alvarez Journal 2001 1931755027, 9781931755023 The Soldier King , Violette Malan,
2008, Fiction, 372 pages. When the War Commander who had hired them refuses to honor the
code that prisoners taken by them are to be released unharmed, mercenaries and martial arts
masters Dhulyn and Baking, washing, sweeping, mending, singing, painting! Imagine the scent of
bread baking, the warm sudsy water for washing, the muscle power of sweeping, the fine eye-
hand. With only six months left until she's finally married, a sheltered Laela Booker wants to
experience life before she ties the knot. Motivated by an erotic dream, she ultimately.



The Comingled Code Open Source and Economic Development, Joshua Lerner, Mark Schankerman,
2010, Business & Economics, 238 pages. The interaction of open source and proprietary software
and the implications for economic developmentStone Butch Blues A Novel, Leslie Feinberg, 2003,
Fiction, 301 pages. This compelling first novel follows the sexual travails of lesbian Jess Goldberg in
a fine account of coming to terms with the complexities of a transgendered existence Relationship
Enhancement Family Therapy , Barry G. Ginsberg, Mar 28, 1997, Psychology, 286 pages. "The
effort to objectify and systematize the process that brings people to treatment, though admirable,
flies in the face of the broad variability of human experience and The BOSCH handbook series on
different automotive technologies has become one of the most definitive sets of reference books
that automotive engineers have at their disposal.



The Anti-social Network Cyberstalking Victimization Among College Students, Bradford W. Reyns,
2012, Social Science, 196 pagesWhat You Need to Know About, Cancer of the Cervix , , 1994,
Cervix uteri, 37 pages The Huge Bag of Worries , Virginia Ironside, 1996, Anxiety, 32 pages. A
picture book intended for children and adults to share and enjoy together An historical narrative
recreates the lives of Majorcan Jews in the seventeenth century during the Spanish Inquisition.
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e-Study Guide for: Mental Health : Dimensions of Self-Esteem and Emotional Well-Being by Joseph
W. Donnelly, ISBN 9780205309559 , Cram101 Textbook Reviews, Jan 1, 2012, Education, 45
pages. Never Highlight a Book Again! Just the FACTS101 study guides give the student the
textbook outlines, highlights, practice quizzes and optional access to the full practice testsThe
Devonshire House Circle , Hugh Stokes, 1916, Great Britain, 346 pages



Time for Bed , , 1993, Juvenile Fiction, 32 pages. As darkness falls parents everywhere try to get
their children ready for sleepOut of Our League , Junior League of Greensboro, Dec 31, 1978,
Cooking, 428 pages. A special 20th anniversary edition of Out Of Our League features original
artwork by Greensboro artist Maggie Fickett and hundreds of tried-and-true recipes that have
become a
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Machine Embroidery With Confidence A Beginner's Guide, Nancy Zieman, Aug 10, 2005, Crafts &
Hobbies, 144 pages. Nancy Zieman, the nation's most recognized and revered sewing expert,
teaches aspiring and experienced embroiders everything they need to know to master this craft.
An easy-toMembrane bioenergetics , Vladimir Petrovich Skulachev, 1988, Science, 442 pages



Songs of the Teton Sioux , Harry W. Paige, Jun 24, 2014, History, 180 pages. The beautiful and
mysterious song of the Sioux is a carefully crafted and highly individualized ritual performed to
invoke the strength of the spirits in order to harness theHow I Became an American , Karin
GГјndisch, 2001, Juvenile Fiction, 120 pages. In 1902, ten-year-old Johann and his family,
Germans who had been living in Austria-Hungary, board a ship to immigrate to Youngstown, Ohio,
where they make a new life as Americans Islam The View from the Edge, Richard W. Bulliet, 1994,
History, 236 pages. Few aspects of American military history have been as vigorously debated as
Harry Truman's decision to use atomic bombs against Japan. In this carefully crafted volume,
Michael download The Alvarez Journal Rex Burns Provides tips and advice for extending the
functional life of such items as household appliances, clothing, and automobiles, and offers
suggestions for repairing or mending. Karl Marx's critque on capitalisn iss the major thrust in his
Communist Manifesto.. Written over 150 year4s ago in 1858, a period of history with great
upheaval, it continues.



The Welch Way 24 Lessons From The Worlds Greatest CEO, Jeffrey Krames, Sep 24, 2003,
Business & Economics, 116 pages. A useful guide to applying the lessons of Jack Welch's legendary
tenure at GE to any working environment shows readers how to use change as an effective tool,
how to make ideasSources of Industrial Leadership Studies of Seven Industries, David C. Mowery,
Richard R. Nelson, Oct 13, 1999, Business & Economics, 401 pages. This book describes and
analyzes how seven major high-tech industries evolved in the United States, Japan, and Western
Europe. The industries covered are machine tools, organic
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